A weird thumb infection in a child: Could it be herpes?
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Two serotypes of the herpes simplex virus (HSV) have been identified that can infect any cutaneous site of the body. While HSV-1 most commonly causes gingivostomatitis and a subsequent recurrent labial herpes, HSV-2 is most frequently associated with genital herpes. Both infections are common, and almost all of their clinical presentations are well established. However, the clinical presentation of HSV infections of the hand is less well-described and less known in adults and even lesser-known in the pediatric age group.

Since the first HSV infection in the hand was described in 1909, it has been published in the literature only rarely due to it being a low-frequency infection. However, considering the frequency with which children use their own hands to explore the world, including their mouths and the mouths of other individuals and animals, hand infection can be expected to be more common among children.

Herein, we report a case of HSV-1 infection in the thumb of a child that was treated conservatively.

CASE REPORT

A three-year-old male child was admitted to a tertiary pediatric emergency department with a progressive history of swelling and tenderness of the thumb with irritability to the child. There was no history of trauma and underlying diagnosed disease. His caregiver noticed a dark spot on the tip of the left thumb two days previously and took the child to her general practitioner, who prescribed nitrofurazone and pricked a blister with dressing. On the morning of the same day, when the mother pulled the dressing out, the blistering spread to involve the entire thumb. The tip of the thumb underwent superficial necrosis with the elevation of the epidermis and the distal portion of the nail from its bed. The thumb was swollen and erythematous and held in a semi-flexed position at the distal interphalangeal joint (Figure 1a).

After epidermal necrosis over the thumb debridement and the nail was excised under
anesthesia sedation using aseptic precautions, the specimens were sent for microbiological and pathological examinations (Figure 2a-c). Addressing with local anesthetics was applied twice daily. Then, the patient was admitted to a pediatrics clinic and medically treated with ceftriaxone (100 mg/kg/day) under the consultation of pediatric infectious disease (Figure 1b). After four days of the operation, the child was diagnosed with herpetic gingivostomatitis, and the medical treatment was changed to acyclovir (60 mg/kg/day). Addressing with local anesthetics was changed to acyclovir once daily for six days. Two days before the child was discharged, his viral culture and pathological results confirmed the diagnosis of HSV infection. Four weeks after the operation, at the final follow-up at our orthopedic outpatient clinic, the re-epithelization process was noted to be completed (Figure 1c-d).

Predisposing factors were considered, and, on close questioning of the child’s caregiver, it became clear that the child was a thumb sucker.

The parents of the patient were informed that data from the case would be submitted for publication and gave their consent.

**DISCUSSION**

In case of pediatric herpes hand infection, the usual presenting symptoms include pain at the affected digit and irritability. After an incubation period of 7 to 20 days, erythema, swelling, and tenderness are followed by a vesicular eruption, often involving the digit. Fever, lymphadenopathy, and lymphangitis typically occur in primary cases. Multiple small vesicles enlarge and coalesce to form a large blaster, often leading to subsequent superficial necrosis. The turbid serous fluid released by the blisters can mimic pus was produced by possible bacterial infection. It is very unusual that the adjacent digit, as well as the palm, were involved, as described by Norris[5] Over the next 10 days, gradual crusting and desquamation of the involved epidermis occurred, with the final re-epithelization occurring in three to four weeks. Other causes of palmar lesions include cellulitis, coxsackie viruses, erythema multiforme, sporotrichosis, impetigo, or trauma in the differential diagnosis.[6]

In infants, passive serological immunity acquired by the placental transmission of antibodies to HSV-1 and HSV-2 provides immunity against herpetic infection for the first six months of infancy. Once this placental transmitted immunity is over, the
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Infants are exposed to the virus via contact with infected peers and adults. Saliva and feces seem to be the major route of transmission in almost all cases. Active HSV has been detected in the saliva of 7% of individuals with no clinical manifestations. Thus, children of age six months to five years are not only susceptible to primary herpetic infections, but are also exposed to a large reservoir of this virus.

Pediatric herpes hand infection can develop by autoinoculation or exogenous origin. The habit of playfully sucking the fingers or toes of her babies of mothers or fathers with herpes labialis poses a risk for exogenous infection. The most important risk factor for infection by autoinoculation is thumb sucking and the thumb is most frequently affected.

Not only the differentiation of bacteria from herpetic hand infections, but also the recognition of bacterial contamination on viral infection needs to be performed meticulously. Deep incision and drainage of purely viral lesions can predispose to bacterial super-infection or accelerate the systemic dissemination of the virus. The latter can potentiate HSV meningoencephalitis, which has the highest known fatality rate among all viral causes of encephalitis. Therefore, incision and drainage are not recommended in pediatric herpetic hand infections.

In conclusion, not only orthopedic surgeons, but also clinicians should be aware of herpetic hand infection as a clinical entity. This case demonstrates two clinical pearls to conclude. First, pediatric herpetic hand infections are relatively uncommon and hence can be easily overlooked. Second, as herpetic hand infections in a child without any underlying disease is self-limiting and usually resolves with the proper medical treatment within three to four weeks, surgical intervention should be minimal. If performed, it should be aimed at decompression in the form of dermal necrosis debridement. Deep structures should never be incised, unless an abscess formation exists due to bacterial infection.
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